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GENERAL, INFORMAL, AND CLIMBING MEETINGS 2001

9 January

23 January

24 January
3-4 February
13 February
27 February
28 February

13 March

21 March
27 March
6-7 April
10 April
24 April
8 May

16 May

18-20 May
22 May

12 June
13 June

General Meeting: Stevan Jackson, British Services
Kangchenjunga Expedition 2000
Informal Meeting: Peter and Leni Gillman, On Mallory and
Everest
Northern Lecture: Peter Gillman, On Mallory and Everest
Scotland Winter Meet
General Meeting: Jerry Gore, Borneo Wall
Informal Meeting: Mike Binnie, Narmada River Trek
Northern Lecture: Al Powell, The Arwa Spires: 21st Century
Himalayan Alpinism
General Meeting: Dennis Davis, Ahead of its time - Nuptse
South Face 1961
Northern Lecture: Andy Cave, Northern Adventures
Informal Meeting: Graham Hoyland, Cameras on Everest
North Wales Meet
General Meeting: John Harding, The Birth of a Book
Informal Meeting: Mike Searle, Mountains and Geology
General Meeting: Will Manners and Bill Billous, Southern
Challenge
Alpine Ski Club Evening: Roger Shergold, Ski Mountain
eering in Patagonia
Peak District Meet with talk by Alessandro Gogna
Informal Meeting: Alessandro Gogna, High Achievement in
the Alps
General Meeting, Babu Chiri Sherpa - Top Mountaineer
Northern Lecture, Babu Chiri Sherpa - Top Mountaineer
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15 June
26 June
7-14 July

14 July-ll Aug

27 July-l 7 Aug
3-10 September
11 September
25 September

3 October
4 October
5-7 October
9 October

17 October
23 October
13 November
14 November
20 November

27 November

1 December
7 December

8 December
12 December

Eagle Ski Club Evening
Informal Meeting: Pat Littiejohn, Clean Qimbing on Big Walls
Alpine Meet (with ABMSAC & CC): Western Dolomites,
Sud Tirol & Trento Provinces
Alpine Meet (with ABMSAC & CC): Madonna di
Campiglio, Trento Province
Alpine Meet: Saas Fee
Joint AC/CC Cornwall meet.
General Meeting: Mike Seade, Mountains and Geology
Informal Meeting: Neil Cooper and Alison Wedgewood,
Kanjiroba Himal
Alpine Ski Club evening: Matt Tinsley, Spitsbergen
Alpine Ski Club evening: Matt Tinsley, Spitsbergen
Lake District Meet and Informal Dinner
General Meeting: Colin Knowles and Mike Ratty, Modest
Explorations in Lahul and Spiti
Northern Lecture: Andy Kirkpatrick, Alone with the Stone
Informal Meeting: Nick Lewis, Safe Return Doubt:fU1
General Meeting: Nick Stopford and Tom Avery, Kyrgyztan
Northern Lecture: John Morgan, Baltic in the Arctic
Informal Meeting: Simon Yates, The Uttermost Part of the
Earth
Informal Meeting: Crag Jones, lones the Telly Gets High and
Smelly
Symposium at Plas y Brenin, Climbing in Nepal
Annual General Meeting and the President's Valedictory
Address
Annual Dinner
Northern Lecture: Simon Yates, The Uttermost Part of the
Earth

The 134rd Annual London Dinner was held on 8 December at The Great
Hall, St Bartholomew's Hospital. The principal guest was Tom Hornbein. The
toast to the guests was proposed by Jerry Lovatt.

THE BOARDMAN TASKER MEMORIAL AWARD
FOR MOUNTAIN LITERATURE

The 19th award ceremony was held at the Alpine Club on 9 November 2001.
The judges were Steve Goodwin, Dr Mikel Vause and Andrew Greig. The
winning book was Hazard's Way by Roger Hubank (The Ernest Press). Other
shortlisted books were Pyrenean High Route by John Harding (Tierce1
Publishing), Touching my Father's Soul by Jamling Tenzing Norgay (Ebury Press),
Snow in the Kingdom by Ed Webster (Mountain Imagery, USA and Odyssey
Bqoks, UK), The Middle-Aged Mountaineerby Jirn Curran (Constable) and Climbing
Everest by Pat Ament (Ragged Mountain Press - McGraw Hill).
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THE ALPINE CLUB LffiRARY
ANNUAL REPORT 2001

Four Council Meetings were held in 2001, but this was only the tip of the
iceberg.

A notable achievement was the award in February to our professional
Librarian, Margaret Ecclestone, of a £4,500 Travelling Fellowship by the
Winston Churchill Memorial Trust for a project to visit eight European
Mountaineering Libraries in six countries, for which the Council granted
her paid study leave in June. Her report, widely circulated in September,
has greatly increased the information she is able to offer Library users,
improved contacts with other club and independent libraries, and may lead
to the setting up of a specialist library group. We regard it as her contribution
to the UN Year of the Mountains 2002.

In the last year, the Chairman has also visited the libraries of the American
Alpine Club in Golden, Colorado, and the Alpine Club of Canada in Banff,
and been envious of the space and mobile storage at their disposal. Here,
we have participated in a Working Group set up by the Club Committee to
review our own cramped facilities to see whether we can jointly afford to
take back some space from our currently let upper floors, when their leases
expire, and to decide how we can make better use of the increased space
for Club and Library activities. There has also been considerable debate, as
Library activities have expanded, on improving understanding and com
munications between the Club Committee and the Library Council which
will lead during 2002 to a fresh statement clarifying our relationships.

In October Margaret Ecclestone fmally completed the computerised
cataloguing of our 23,000 books, journals and 500 bound volumes of 'tracts' ,
carried out during extra time, and now reverts to her normal contractual
hours. We are considering putting the catalogue 'on line' on the Club's
website, as a further contribution to the UN Year of the Mountains 2002.

Our professional Archivist, Susan Scott, is now about halfway through
her two-year half time assignment to computerise the cataloguing of the
Club's unique mostly handwritten archives, using the new ADLIB software
which links the Library and Archive cataloguing systems together. This
work has led to some interesting discoveries of previously 'lost' or misplaced
documents whose provenance has now been established through careful
detective work. At the AGM in April Peter Berg was elected to the Council,
after being appointed the Club's Honorary Archivist in succession to Livia
Gollancz who retired in 2000, and had been co-opted onto the Council.

Bob Lawford, the Club's Librarian Emeritus, has finally given notice that he
will scale down his activities at the end of 2002. It is impossible to thank
him adequately for all he has done since he was appointed Librarian in
1970. The search continues for successors to take over his varied interests
such as the care of the Club's photographs and sales of surplus books donated
to the Library that over the years have added greatly to Library funds.
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Having tackled computerised cataloguing for the books and the archives,
it is now becoming a priority for the photographic collection, with the
incentive of increased income from the sale of images to the media as the
50th Anniversary of the first ascent of Everest approaches in 2003.
Commander Stevan Jackson started with a paper proposing a Picture
Collection Management System similar to that used by the Royal
Geographical Society, but as he was based in Plymouth, he could only
afford limited time. Then Bob Lawford sprang a parting surprise. He
persuaded his daughter Sue (who was Assistant Secretary to the Club 1976
80) to volunteer two days a week to help set up a computerised photo
library in-house. She has started with great enthusiasm to evaluate the most
suitable hardware and software to meet our needs. We are seeking funding
to be able to start this project as soon as possible. It will complement and
extend the joint RGS/AC Everest photo-archive project, which started mid
year and for which the RGS has obtained three years' funding.

In December, thanks to the efforts of Peter Mallalieu, Honorary Keeper
of the Club's Pictures, a number of the Club's best oil paintings were included
in a very fine loan exhibition of paintings of the Alps from 1750-1950,
'Peaks and Glaciers', organised by Messrs John Mitchell & Son at their
gallery at 160 New Bond Street. It was wonderful to see our own paintings
so professionally lit and displayed.

In order not to prejudice the Library's charitable status, in February we
registered a wholly owned subsidiary company, ACL Services Limited, to
handle the income from sales of images and surplus books, with the net
profits being returned to the Library by gift aid. Our endowment fund
continues to be competently managed by Flemings although as Chase
Fleming Private Wealth Management Limited, they are now a subsidiary
of J P Morgan. Our Honorary Treasurer rightly expresses concern that our
increased activities are leading to a growing deficit in our five year income
and expenditure pattern which will reduce our capital base and investment
income unless we receive more donations, legacies, grants for specific
projects, or increase the commercial success of ACL Services. So we have
to be very careful in setting our priorities.

We continue to be grateful for gifts of books and other unusual artefacts
such as Jack Longland's camera that he used on Everest in 1936, donated
by Deborah Newman. A collection of Charles Warren's slides and prints
from the Everest expeditions of the 1930s have also been donated by his
executors, including some of the earliest colour photographs taken of Mount
Everest.

A number of the Club's historic possessions, such as Whymper's ice-axe,
have been loaned to the new permanent National Mountaineering
Exhibition near Penrith which was opened by the Prime Minister on 26
July. Many of our members have been involved in its creation over five
years. It is attracting favourable comment, with 30,000 visitors over the
first eight weeks.
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Finally, we continue to be grateful to our professional Librarian and
Archivist and our core of regular volunteer workers, but we are always
ready to welcome more!

GeorgeBand
Chairman, Alpine Club Library Council

HOW MUCH LONGER CAN I GO ON DOING THIS?

Thia was the question posed by Terry Gifford as the theme for this year's
15th International Festival of Mountaineering Literature. It was a question
Bradford Washburn, who had been booked as top of the bill, was unable to
answer since he had declined to flyover in the light of the events of
September 11. In his welcome address Terry explained that there was more
to it than this but you don't get to be over 90 in mountaineering without
being canny.

Simon Yates then made his attempt at an answer from his own experience
via his new book, The Flame ofAdventure. He confessed to being a problem
child who developed into a model pupil at school then dropped out after
college for a life that 'sounds better than making shoes' as his gran put it.
This life of climbing seemed to progress, if that is the word, from dreams to
games but with the ghosts of responsibility hanging over it. It was a high
point of the book when Yates made the decision that he wasn't going to go on
bashing his head against one particular stone wall in Patagonia. Now he was
convinced that it hadn't been a physical issue: if you were thinking 'How
much longer can I keep on doing this?' then it was probably time to stop.

A panel of young climbing celebrities then addressed the question. All
three admitted to being obsessive about climbing and for them that was
enough. Strangely, for participants at a literature festival, they all confessed
to a tendency not to read about climbing. Arrdy Kirkpatrick considered the
competing demands of climbing and family life, and received some stick
from members of the audience on that account. Airlie Arrderson recognised
that she was changing her ideas about what constituted achievement in
climbing - it might just be the ability to get out of your sleeping bag when
no one else can be bothered as in The Burgess Book ofLies (which incidentally
gave her the opportunity to promote her Burgess fIlm). Niall Grimes
threatened to become the climbing world's equivalent of the nutter on the
bus (you know, the guy that has grown men smiling nervously and shuffiing
away), as he extolled the virtues of the anorak tendency with a piece of
writing that had the audience amused with its banality but which he clearly
took seriously. 'Grimer' may be a member of the modern club, but it looks
set to have a rather limited readership if this is what keeps him going. But
seriously, mountaineering literature cannot afford to be so exclusive or se1f
indulgent if it is to speak to people with the relevance to their own trials
and tribulations that Joe Simpson managed in Touching the Void.
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After lunch a panel of ageing celebs responded to the youngsters with
mixed feelings. Chris Bonington spoke of the enduring absorption of
climbing, almost a cleansing activity. Marge Mortimer bravely admitted to
more years on the rope than others would credit and agreed with Simon
Yates that 'if you're questioning why you're doing it, it is probably time to
give up'. Stephen Venables opened up the family issue by talking about the
balance between going on and going home. All recognised that more people
are climbing for longer, probably owing to the fact that earlier retirements
result in fewer burnt-out retirees. The message was profoundly anti-ageist
and Chris Bonington left the family issue with the comment that climbers
are probably better parents because they are fulfilled people. No one asked
if non-climbing partners agreed, but at least nobody called him 'Bonners'.

Jim Curran then took us on a journey of humour and nostalgia from one
end of the British Isles to the other, by bike. I suppose it's what mountaineers
do when they start asking 'How much longer...?' But anecdotes and
reminiscences, about people visited on the way, or recalled by association,
were an abiding legacy of half a lifetime's climbing and well worth sharing.

Charlie Houston followed this with an historical overview of men and
mountains, from worship through conquest to exploitation. He questioned
whether the commercialism, which has turned Everest into a trophy peak
(like the Matterhorn before it) was actually destroying the mountain
experience it appeared to value so expensively. As a man who had given up
climbing after the failure on K2, Houston had no regrets. He saw his life as
'blessed' by family and friends that could have been lost had he continued
to climb, and felt that if he'd succeeded on K2 it would have 'ruined' him.
He is ideally placed to question whether there is much difference between
the day job experienced by a part-time climber and the drudgery of touting
for sponsorship experienced by the so-called professional.

Steve Goodwin then took on the task of delivering the Boardman-Tasker
Award judgement. He asked what constitutes mountaineering literature
and offered Vaclav Havers definition that the book must elicit a very personal
response. This effectively disqualified handbooks of technique from the
shortlist no matter how useful they might be. In his survey of the field he
regretted Jim Curran's decision to withdraw his book and noted the absence
of biographical entries. Perhaps the cult of celebrity is weakening. Certainly
this year's winner had gained that accolade by the quality of his writing
rather than his celebrity status. As Goodwin concluded, the climbing world
may still be looking for the Great Climbing Novel, but it has a strong
contender in Roger Hubank's Hazard's Way. Clearly the judges at Banff
concurred in awarding the book the Grand Prix.

Hubank's reading from the novel, set at the turn of the 19th century, was
both a tribute to 0 G Jones and an opportunity for voices from the past to
comment on the ethics of the present. Whilst the fiction explores issues of
enduring personal relevance, the context is thoroughly researched and
vividly alive.
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This was followed by Peter Rarding's delivery of the result of the Righ
Literature Festival writing competition, another devilishly funny story by
Richard Walton, a previous winner. Then Terry Gifford inserted an
unprogrammed item by asking Dave Wynne-Jones to read his poem
shortlisted for the competition.

A break for a look around Jim Curran's exhibition across the way preceded
tea, before Pat and Baiba Morrow took some 'Footsteps in the Clouds'.

In a sense, the Morrows offered the most convincing answer to the themed
question. Their presentation demonstrated that the underlying tension
between climbing and the rest of one's life, which is embodied in the
question, could be resolved when work and significant relationships are
embedded in the climbing (or in the case of the Morrows, skiing, cycling,
etc, etc). Pat Morrow was frank about the compromises necessary to
maintain that balance - 'I could have been a better climber if I hadn't had
to make my living as a photographer' - but then again brilliant pictures
would never have been taken in places he might never have visited. A fine
end to a thought-provoking day. -

Dave Wynne-Jones

VISIT TO THE SKI CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN
Monday 22 October 2001

A meeting was held in the room which houses the library with Ski Club
members Olivia Freeman, a retired City librarian, Christina Whitely, an
accountant, Bob Fisher, a retired engineer, Elizabeth Russey, formerly editor
of Ski Survey, and another member who is the Ski Club committee person
relating to the library collections, but is not designated Ron Librarian.

The Ski Club was founded in 1903 and is looking foward to celebrating
its centenary in 2003. It moved to its modern, open-plan premises in
Wimbledon village from Eaton Square in the mid 1990s. Some of the space
is let to tenants.

The library books and journals are on open shelves in a room which is
also used for lectures, parties, frequent meetings, training sessions, etc. and
has some of its paintings, photographs and historic collection of skis
displayed on the walls. People walk through this room on the way to the
attractive bar. Some 'precious' items are kept in a locked cupboard, including
old film and photographs. There is a plan to cover the bookshelves with
glass panels but these will not be lockable.

Christina Whitely is currently listing all the books on an 'Access' database.
There is an in-house Ski Club Library classification scheme. Some of the
books have been numbered on the spine with bright orange stickers; these
are being carefully removed, where possible, and replaced by paper slips
with the class number on, tucked inside each volume.

Currently the library is occasionally used by non-members by appointment.
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There is no issue system in place. The Ski Club uses software called 'Summit'
which may be used for this next year. The Club has an information
department but none of the members of staff are professional librarians.
There are currently about 27,000 members and 24 staff, headed by the
Managing Director, Caroline Stuart-Taylor.

Elizabeth Hussey is very knowledgeable on Club history, activities and
personalities. She gives lectures in this country and abroad and has written
a biography of Arnold Lunn, so far unpublished. She is a member of the
International Ski History Association, based in Connecticut, which
publishes a magazine/journal. Under her editorship, 1974-1992, the
circulation of Ski Survey reached 28,800. The current magazine, Ski and
Board, has just appointed a new editor, Arnie Wilson, ski correspondent of
the Financial Times.

I explained that the Alpine Club had set up the Alpine Club Library as
an educational charity in the early 1970s to employ a professional librarian
and make the collection available for reference to the public. I suggested
they might consider this as a way of developing their own undoubtedly
interesting national collection, perhaps in time for their centenary in 2003.
I also floated the idea of a joint ski/mountaineering museum.

Margaret Ecclestone
Alpine Club Librarian

RUSKIN, SWITZERLAND AND THE ALPS

Exhibitions at the Ruskin Museum, Coniston, Keswick Museum and
Rheged Discovery Centre, Penrith, March-November 2002

These exhibitions were held in connection with the Cumbrian Mountain
Festival and the International Year of Mountains 2002. They consisted of
sixty works by John Ruskin loaned by the Ruskin Foundation and the
Ruskin Library. They were excellently annotated to locate and explicate
the scenes depicted, Ruskin's own writings being frequently drawn upon.
There could be no doubt of Ruskin's feeling for the mountains, of the effect
of their majesty upon him, of his delight in spending time among them and
of his readiness to study their form and structure. In Col de la Seigne, for
instance, Ruskin captured both the height of the Col and the -yet greater
height of the Mont Blanc massif, a welcome reminder to anyone who has
crossed from Chamonix to Courmayeur. There were also some fine views
of Swiss towns - Lucerne, Baden and Visp - made in Ruskin's characteristic
fashion from above rooftop level.

As an adjunct to the exhibition Peter Mallalieu loaned works by Howard
Somervell from the Club's collection, including Somervell's almost cubist
rendering of the magnificent view of Everestfrom Pang La.

James BogIe
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